Abstract—Having a robot interact with people in a shared environment is complex. Both running into humans and loud audio warnings are inappropriate. Visual signalling may be appropriate but is only effective if the humans are looking at/attending to the robot vehicle. Are there effective and socially acceptable mechanisms that a robot can exploit to capture the attention of humans in a shared environment? Here we explore the potential of using controlled blasts of wind (haptic air) to capture attention in a socially acceptable manner.

I. INTRODUCTION

When the way forward is blocked by people, a robot must interact with bystanders to capture attention and communicate the desire for people to move out of the way. What is an effective mechanism to communicate this intent in a social setting? Through a set of “in the wild” experiments at informal social gatherings (office parties) we evaluated different attention-seeking behaviours for a mobile robot. A Wizard of Oz (WoZ) methodology was used in an office/cocktail party setting in which participants had the impression that a robot was moving autonomously following a line on the floor, while it was actually being controlled remotely. This allowed the robot to safely avoid colliding with people and to prototype the system before building a fully autonomous system. Responses to three combinations of different attention-seeking modalities (haptic air, visual, audio) were collected during the social events. The haptic air cue was a directed wind energy event created by a fan on the robot, the visual cue asking people to move was presented via text on a tablet screen mounted on the robot, and the audio cue was a pre-recorded distorted voice emitted from the robot. Behavioural responses from participants in the experiment, and post-interaction questionnaire responses were used to gauge the effectiveness and social appropriateness of the different strategies.

II. METHOD

An in the wild study was used to investigate capturing attention and communicating intent in a social setting. Data was collected at social events over a time span of 12 days. All participants signed legally-approved consent declarations which did not divulge the mechanisms to be examined in the experiment.

Conditions 1 (no modality) and 2 (haptic air only) were collected 12 days apart from Conditions 3 (haptic and visual) and 4 (haptic air, visual and audio). Between Conditions 1 & 2, and 3 & 4, there was a one hour technical presentation on topics distinct from this study. All conditions used the same robot.

Participants Participants were recruited through convenience sampling: e-mail lists and word of mouth. There were a total of $N = 25$ unique participants across the social events, of which $N = 23$ adults (4 female) completed the questionnaire afterwards, while $N = 19$ were behaviourally coded. The others were bystanders to the robot at the parties and did not interact with the robot. The participant ages ranged from 21 to 45 ($M = 29$) and on average, were halfway between intermediate and advanced in their experience with robots ($M = 3.5$, $SD = 1.0$), where 1 = Fundamental Awareness and 5 = Expert.

Behavioural Measures Each condition was monitored by six time-synchronized cameras (two on the robot and four GoPro’s on the walls). The video sequence was broken down into a sequence of events. An event is defined as beginning when the robot stops because a person is in the way of the robot’s path until the path is clear and the robot can move. Within the events, we measured the interaction time, the participant moving outcome, and if the engagement was constructive.

Subjective Measures We utilized the Interpersonal Dominance Scale (used in HRI studies) which measures perception of an actor’s behavior along five dimensions: poise, persuasion, conversational control, panache, and self-assurance. Responses to individual questions were grouped into the five dimensions of the Interpersonal Dominance Scale.

The robot was augmented with three different interaction mechanisms: Haptic mechanism The robot was augmented with a computer controlled USB-powered fan that could provide an air-delivered touch to participants near the robot. The air fan was chosen as the delivery mechanism for a haptic touch given its relative safety compared to physical touch. Audio mechanism Speakers mounted on the robot were used to provide audio cues for two seconds. Audio cues were provided via a pre-recorded audio file stored on the robot. The audio cue was a higher pitched abstracted version of “excuse me” that could be heard 2m from the robot. Visual mechanism An onboard screen was used to intermittently display the text message “Can you move off the line so I can get through?” Manipulations The robot relied on three basic interaction modalities; haptic air, audio and visual to cue attention in a crowded space. These basic modalities were integrated in the following test conditions. Condition 1: No Modality When the robot was blocked, it waited until the person moves out of the way. Condition 2: Haptic This event involved turning the fan on for five seconds and then turning it off for five seconds. This pattern was repeated a maximum of four times. Condition 3: Haptic and visual The wizard intermittently
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displayed the text message “Can you move off the line so I can get through?” while the haptic air cue was provided. An event involved playing this text message for 10 seconds. When the message was not displayed, a blank screen was shown. For the first five seconds of this display the fan turned on providing a haptic air stimulus, and then turned off for the last five seconds. When this sequence was repeated, the visual display stayed on. The sequence was repeated a maximum of four times.

**Condition 4: Haptic, visual and audio** Synchronized with the start of the audio cue, the haptic air and visual display described under Condition 3 were provided. This sequence was presented up to four times.

After five minutes, if the robot was not able to compel the person to move out of the way, either because it could not attract the person’s attention or because the person did not understand that they needed to move, the interaction was deemed a “failure.” In such a case, if possible, the robot moved around the person and the robot continued on its way to the next interaction.

**Procedure** Each data collection session began with an informed consent process. Following this, we invited people to socialize and eat. For each condition, the robot was tele-operated at speeds up to 1 m/s on the pre-determined path for 20-30 minutes. The robot followed a 31m continuous path that was marked on the floor using tape; this ensured consistency of the robot’s path across conditions. The robot tele-operator controlled the robot to follow this path during the social events as well as controlling the attention seeking mechanisms. After the completion of the route 3-4 times, the robot departed the scene. The actual number of cycles of the route depended upon the completion of the route 3-4 times, the robot departed the scene. The actual number of cycles of the route depended upon the completion of the route 3-4 times, and the robot departed the scene. The actual number of cycles of the route depended upon the completion of the route 3-4 times, and the robot departed the scene.

**Subjective Results** Individual participant responses to the questionnaires that make up each questionnaire dimension of the Interpersonal Dominance Scale were averaged per condition. There was an increasing perceived self assurance, panache, conversational control, poise and influence of the robot as the complexity of the manipulations increased. The No Modality (C1) condition resulted in the lowest score across all five measures while the haptic air, visual and audio (C4) condition results in the highest score across all conditions.

**IV. Discussion**

For a robot to navigate in congested social environments it must be able to capture the attention of individuals in the space and communicate its intention to move through that space. Here, we examined how well haptic, visual and audio cues might provide these tools. We found that as the number of interaction modalities increased, the interactions tended to be shorter and modalities were more effective. Additionally, participant’s perception of the robot showed increased self assurance, panache, conversational control and influence over the interaction. Adding additional modalities not only resulted in more effective and efficient interactions, it also potentially made the robot appear more socially effective.
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